
 

 

 

PEP Certification Corp.  

 GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTEST GTES

 CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
 

 For the following equipment :  

 Equipment Under Test :  PDU(Power Distribution Unit) 

 Model Name:  VX-XA-X/X_X/XX-X/X (Detail of models : complete list 1) 

 
Applicant:  AUSTIN HUGHES ELECTRONICS LTD 

Unit 3708-12, Cable TV Tower 9 Hoi Shing Rd Tsuen Wan N T, 
Hong Kong 

Report No. : F12110201 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is here with confirmed to comply with the requirements set out in the FCC Rules 

and Regulations Part 15 Subpart B and CISPR PUB. 22 and the measurement 

procedures were according to ANSI C63.4-2003. The said equipment in the 

configuration described in this report shows the maximum emission levels emanating  

from equipment are within the compliance requirements. 

 

 
FCC part 15 subpart B  Class A 

  

 
The test was carried out on 10/31/2012 at PEP Certification Corp. 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 
 Taipei, Taiwan 10/31/2012 Alex Chou / Manager 

 (Place) (Date) (Signature)Designation Number: TW2606 

 



 

Complete list 1 
 

VX-XA-X/X_X/XX-X/X 

 

First “X” : denoted Outlet Number and Outlet Type, is Outlet Number may be 1 to 48, Outlet Type is  

may be “US” or “C13” or “C19” or “UK45” or “UK90” or “UK135” or “SCH” or “FR” 

or Other, “US” = NEMA, “C13” = IEC C13, “C19” = IEC C19, “UK45”= BS1363 45 

degree, “UK90” = BS1363 90 degree, “UK135” = BS1363 135 degree, “SCH” = Schuko, 

“FR” = France, if multiple composition between Outlet type and Outlet Number is “/”;  

Second “X” : denoted Total Output Ampere; is may be 0 to 32;  

Third “X” : denoted Control or Meter Type, is may be “MD” or “W” or “Wi” or “WS” or “WSi” or 

Blank, “MD” = Metered PDU, “W” = kWh Monitored PDU, “Wi”= Outlet Level kWh 

Monitored PDU, “WS” = kWh Switched PDU, “WSi” = Outlet Level kWh Switched 

PDU, Blank = Basic PDU;  

Fourth “X” : denoted Protect Type, is may be “F” or “CR” or “GF” or Other, “F” = Fuse, “CR” = 

Circuit Breaker, “GF” = Individual Fuse; Blank is not Protect;  

Fifth X : denoted Input Plug and Wire Type, is may be “EN” or “C14” or “C20” or “OE” or “BS” or 

“CEE7” or “L620” or “L630” or “L520” or “L530” or “520” or “530” or “TP” or Other, If 

there are two input Wires, followed by “/TP” ,“EN” = EN 60309, “C14” = C14 plug, “C20” 

= C20 plug, “OE” = Open End, “BS” = BS1363, “CEE7” = CEE7, “L620” = L6-20P, 

“L630” = L6-30P,  

“L520” = L5-20P, “L530” = L5-30P, “520” = 5-20P, “530” = 5-30P, “TP” = Twin Power 

Wire; 

Sixth “X” :  denoted Cord Length, is may be “1” or “1.5” or “2” or “2.5” or “3” or “3.5” or “4” or 

“4.5” or “5” or Other, “1” = 1m /3.28 feet;, “1.5” = 1.5m / 4.92 feet, “2” = 2m / 

6.56Feet, “2.5” = 2.5m / 8.2 Feet, “3” = 3m / 9.84 Feet, “3.5” = 3.5m /11.48 Feet,  

“4” = 4m / 13.1 Feet, “4.5” = 4.5m / 14.76 feet, “5” = 5m / 16.4 Feet;  

Seventh “X” : denoted place from, is may be “T” or “B” or Other, “T” = Top Feed, “B” = Bottom 

Feed is only for Vertical;  

Eighth “X” : denoted Outlet Case Color, is may be “1” or “2” or “3” or “4” or Other, “1” = Black, 

“2” = White, “3” = Red, “4” = Blue 

Ninth “X” : denoted sensor type or filter type, is may be "T" or "TH" or "EMI" or "SPT" or other.  

T = Temperature sensor; TH = Temperature & humidity sensor; EMI = EMI filter;  

SPT = Surge protector; 

 

 


